Model-based physiological noise removal in fast fMRI.
Recent improvements in the speed and sensitivity of fMRI acquisition techniques suggest that fast fMRI can be used to detect and precisely localize sub-second neural dynamics. This enhanced temporal resolution has enormous potential for neuroscientists. However, physiological noise poses a major challenge for the analysis of fast fMRI data. Physiological noise scales with sensitivity, and its autocorrelation structure is altered in rapidly sampled data, suggesting that new approaches are needed for physiological noise removal in fast fMRI. Existing strategies either rely on external physiological recordings, which can be noisy or difficult to collect, or employ data-driven approaches which make assumptions that may not hold true in fast fMRI. We created a statistical model of harmonic regression with autoregressive noise (HRAN) to estimate and remove cardiac and respiratory noise from the fMRI signal directly. This technique exploits the fact that cardiac and respiratory noise signals are fully sampled (rather than aliasing) when imaging at fast rates, allowing us to track and model physiology over time without requiring external physiological measurements. We then created a joint model of neural hemodynamics, and physiological and autocorrelated noise to more accurately remove noise. We first verified that HRAN accurately estimates cardiac and respiratory dynamics and that our model demonstrates goodness-of-fit in fast fMRI data. In task-driven data, we then demonstrated that HRAN is able to remove physiological noise while leaving the neural signal intact, thereby increasing detection of task-driven voxels. Finally, we established that in both simulations and fast fMRI data HRAN is able to improve statistical inferences as compared with gold-standard physiological noise removal techniques. In conclusion, we created a tool that harnesses the novel information in fast fMRI to remove physiological noise, enabling broader use of the technology to study human brain function.